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Abstract   The smallest volume of ice  (H2Oice) at T=0°K is 1/6*10-24liter (ltrice, here 
the volume of a ltr frozen water) per single molecule H2O. Ice doesn't exist anymore 
below this smallest volume ∆V. It disappears when the first molecule in the 
numerator gets spliced, while as water it is a tautology until finally the single 
molecule, as part of ∆V will be spliced. Splicing of H20 into H++OH- occurs by 
hydrogen bonding, ∆H=18.10-12mtr. The spliced products of ∆V disappear as free 
electrical potential (C, Coulomb) and that is why ∆V disappears in the act of 
melting, transubstantiating or transfigurating into a dielectrical vacuum. One mole 
is equivalent with 105C.mtr (Faraday) and the smallest volume is therefore 
equivalent with 1.67*10-19mole/CH2Oicemtr. Divided by 1/18*10-6C it yields 
3.10-12C/mtr or 3.10-10Volt.cm as serial capacitance (3.10-10Volt because H2O has 3H-
bonding sites, the energy equivalent of a spliced electron bond in H20 (mw=18) 
furthermore is 10-6C/18). The final molecule (Ozone, O3) in a set of altering H2O 
molecules in ∆V returns at T=°C the capacitance as electron-current (C/sec, phase 
shift) at the moment that it is forced to hyperpolarize or loose its identity (∆x=0). It 
generates an electron equivalent current in Coulomb (C/sec) which depolarizes all 
previous molecules in ∆V as serial current at a speed of light, 3*1010cm/sec 
(3.105km/sec). The net surface current is 30mC/cm.sec when 3.10-12C/mtr.sec is 
replaced over a bonding distance of 10-12mtr. Hence, water, a mixture of ice and gas, 
contains a potential heat pump. The intrinsic ice to gas conversion is 2.7ltrH2O/Cgas 
(0.081/0.030) per mole H2O (150ltrH++OH-) in melted ice (water) per second. It 
means that water is, and that water is not (Heracleitos) when it is gas (absent) and 
matter (present) at the same time, ∆V/∆t=0. Thus, the fastest component, the 
electron equivalent, is changed into the slowest (Zeno) when first a small bonding 
string converts 1 moleH2O into a large virtual buffer volume of 2,7ltr/sec (Cusanus). 
The gas constant is 22.4136ltr/mole and the adiabatic expansion of gas in water by 
solar bonding activity therefore generates solar surface energy of 8.3Joule/sec.mtr  
(22.4/2.7), which slowly heats up water. A biological illusion of time (sec/C) is 
obtained when ATP-consuming proteins antagonize this energy to E=0 (nothing), 
exploiting double strand DNA as ice/gas interface or hologram. Solar energy 
eventually creates chaos when the heat turnover becomes 540kCal per 
100kC(H++OH-) in a ratio of 2.7Cal/mole, but chaos is prevented by biological 
enzyme activity, acting as reverse heat pump, causing solar heat to be stored in fossil 
resources. It is argued that by disabling its own DNA (heat induced apoptosis) - due 
to uninterrupted progressive exhaustion of the fossil resources - man completely will 
loose its sense of awareness as next logical step in evolution.   



Introduction       
 
Many DNA repair-proteins start doing their work 
at a spot in the DNA where there is nothing to 
repair, working there way towards a 'lesion' in a 
DNA-strand like a rescue swimmer that is diving 
into the water in front of his house while the 
victim is drowning 2 kilometers ahead. It seems a 
terrible waste of energy until one comes to realize 
that the proteins distract time out of the exchange 
of environmental volume energy C (chaos), and the linear energy (C/sec) of the 
proteins itself. It would make sense because right now there are about 700 of these 
proteins, which suggests that damage repair is secondary to time control. The 
energy exchange furthermore takes place across the surface of double DNA-strands, 
or across the surface of a closed plasmid while the energy of surrounding universal 
chaos basically comes to us as galactic protons or discrete proton bonding strings of 
18picomtr length. It suggests nature lives backwards, having no notion of the 
chaotic future, but being able to link time to assembled proteins. Thus, objective 
time is added backwards to the potential energy (proteins) of a subject, like 
harmony is returned to bow and lyre (Heracleitos). That is why the slowest is 
becoming the fastest (Zeno) and that is why the very big is replacing the very small 
(Cusanus). The inversed ordering, e.g. increased potential versus decreased chaotic 
energy, follows a natural logarithmic principle. Wasting this potential energy 
furthermore eventually will return mankind to chaos. 
 
Results   
 
Logarithmic bijection: Transubstantiation of volume into current and vice versa by ∆H 
strings and ∆H+ antiport strings.  Looking at ice we meet several of the perplexities of 
Zeno and Heracleitos indicating that the 
universe is changing while the time to 
change the universe is zero. Imagine a 
volume of ice at absolute 0°K. The 
volume is maximal and the space 
between H and O as parallel 
capacitance C is optimal for a given set 
of molecules; the ice is at rest. When 
now an ice molecule is hit by a bonding 
string ∆H the capacitance of the ice 
molecule increases with ∆H/2. The 
volume change is correspondingly, 
however, the volume 1.6.10-24ltr/H2Oice 
in the smallest set per molecule ice is not 
allowed to change. Hence, the product 
of δV/V and δΗ⁄∆H is not allowed to 



change and its value should be 1 as long as the ice is not melted (fig.1a). The result is 
that the volume is taking up a virtual amount of H20 molecules (fig.2, abstract) while 
the bonding strings further increase the capacitance of the single ice molecule. The 
latter becomes a virtual oxygen molecule and together with another 2 oxygen 
molecules it is an ozone (O3) molecule (fig.3a). At T=0°C this O3 falls apart into 
3OH- +3H+ electro-magnetic buffer capacitances (fig.3b) with virtual volume of 
2.718ltr per Coulomb (fig.1b, abstract). This volume must disappear as gas because 
as water in water it would be a tautology. The γ-ray like explosion at T=0°C yields 
1.02 MeVolt/moleH when 1023 ions H++OH-/mtr reappear in agin in the volume of 
1ltr3. This evaporation heat is 81kCal per ltr (1.02Mjoule per 3x4.18Joule/Cal) when 
3 times in a row 1/3moleH2O is spliced per second. This heat to gas 1mole H2O 
matches the empirical melting heat of water (81kCal/ltr) but it is distributed as 
electromagnetic capacitance over the entire volume. That is why the temperature of 
melting ice is stable.   
 
The capacitance in fig.1b behaves like the turtle in the Achilles apery of Zeno, 
replacing the previous capacitance by a new one, until it can't move any more, 
∆x/∆t=0, at T=0°C. At that moment ∆V/∆x becomes maximal when in the ice a gas 
volume of 2.7ltr/C.sec (fig.1a, Swineshead) disappears and transforms again in 
18mlH20. This change is maximal, phase shift, when the capacitance is converted 
into current (sec/C). The volume change of 2O3 ozone in 3O2 oxygen is minimal in 
this apery, while the latter instantaneously become replaced by H+ and OH- ions in 
the gas phase of water (fig.3b). The electrons splice the latter into H++OH-gas. The 
total transfiguration of ice is 2.718ltrice-18ml, in ltrice per mole per second, which is 
net 2.7ltrice per second (fig.1b). The standard molar volume of an ideal gas is 
22.418ltr/mole, which means that the conversion of water to gas across the ice gas 
interface of water yields a temperature independent energy of 8.3Joule/mole 
(22.413/2.7). It is due to the adiabatic expansion of ∆V as (H++OH- )gas in the ice gas 

interface igi of water per ltr water. Water is a 
mixture of ice and gas and biological cells exploit this 
energy by generating a membrane potential of 
83mV/cm.sec (8.3Joule/mtr.sec) by exchange of 
3Na/2K ions that oppose the 2O3/3O2 conversion. 
Also RNA exploits the ratio by substituting 3RNA 
nucleotides in 2 DNA strands to generate proteins 
and ice (see below). These enzymes therefore 
substitute matter as potential energy in the, 
irrational or imaginary gas-phase of water.  
 
Discussion:  
 
The distribution of solar energy across the ice/gas 
interface of water is interesting because the heat 
capacity in terms of bonding capacitance is 0.5cal/°C 
in ice, and 1cal/°C in water. Thus solar energy causes 
at any temperature an increase of the temperature of 



water because water is a mixture of ice and gas (∆E, fig.1d). It remains a mixture of 
ice and gas until it evaporates. It requires 540kcal/ltr until the capacitance of 
1moleH2O is able to replace the standard H+ and OH- ions in the gas phase of water. 
This ratio again is approximately 2.718Cal/Coulomb (1mole is 105C, Faraday), 
showing a natural logarithmic exchange of energy when the ice/gas mixture of water 
is turned into chaos at T=100°C. Thus the aperies of Zeno, Cusanus and Heracleitos 
are valid in all conditions. Replacing mass requires first generation of a vacuum to 
store by logarithmic nesting the energy and volume equivalent of the mass, and 
subsequently the energy can be used to convert the volume. It is be to and not to 
be1,2. It is not excluded that the described logarithmic nesting, tautology and apery 
formation in ozone are the key mechanisms in (partly irrational) cognitive 
information processing.            
 

Solar γ-ray like splicing of water in Coulomb 
(1MJoule/mole)1,2 in melting water generates a net 
turnover of 150ltr (2.7x55.55) H++OH- gas per second 
per ltr. The adiabatic expansion of this gas in a 
volume of 1ltr water generates a heat of 8.3Joule/mtr 
per mole and per second in the ice/gas interface of 
water. The heat is distributed, as capacitance while 
the heat capacitance of ice is slightly smaller than the 
heat capacitance of water. The ratio is 3/2 

((0.5+1)/1=3/2), which means that water at a constant influx of solar energy remains 
a mixture of ice/gas because of this ratio while it is slowly heating up. Biological 
activity reverses this solar warming by ∆H (fig.4)1,2, by pumping equal amounts of 
energy (ATP, 15mC/sec)1,2 across the ice gas interface of water (H2Oig) in opposite 
direction per second. The enzymes generate serial capacitance; hence, enzymes 
oppose the tautology reduction of melting ice. It allows enzymes like the enzyme 
3Na/2K-ATPase - under conditions of essentially zero energy exchange (fig.4)- to 
store matter temporarily as potential energy in a virtual vacuum in exchange for 
virtual gas changing into water. Or biological matter can be generated as potential 
energy in exchange for anti-energy (ozone) stored in ice (fig.5)1,2. To be (matter) and 
not to be (gas) are mutually dependant.         
 

A volume of 1.67*10-24ltr/molecule ice generates 
1.67electronVolt per moleculeice. It converts to 1.67*10-13C 
(1mole generates 106Joule), and finally to 3C.mtr when a 
grammole is displaced over a bonding distance of 18picomtr. 
This capacitance, 15mC/moleH2Oice.cm2 is generated in the 
DNA of living species, where DNA acts like a hologram and 
energy choke coil (fig.5)1,2. It means that all biological matter 
stored in the environment contributes to the formation of global 
ice. The mirroring in the hologram is an irrational process; the 
distribution of irrational RNAgas capacitance in that volume is 

choking an irrational volume of 0,081trice. All information needs to be copied to the 
hologram and this suggests that language, behaviour and social interactions for the 



larger part must be irrational when these are a reflection of the processes in the 
micro cosmos. An example of such irrational process is the formation of time that 
results from the adiabatic expansion of irrational capacitance into the bulk of water 
across the DNA ice/gas interface of water (fig.5). This time, obtained from nature, is 
running out, due to combined massive destruction of the natural resources. Every 
double strand of DNA acts, as shown in fig.5, like an electrical choke coil, choking 
the supplied protein information by RNA in ice. An irrational result of this paper is 
therefore the observation that its own DNA literally is choking mankind. To 
understand such an irrational, imaginary process we return to the water molecule.  
 

Returning to water we observe that without 
any interference from outside the sum of all 
there is and all there is not in one-liter water 
is 0 (nothing, fig.6a). Thus, a shift of one 
bonding string ∆H per liter is causing a ½∆H 
serial shift of capacitance in the first 
molecule and a total shift ∆H in all 
molecules. Hence, ∆H/δx = 0 per molecule 
(fig.6b). Also δV/δt is zero but the potential 
volume change of all spliced H2O molecules 
is maximal (fig.6c,d). Thus, one-liter water is 

there and is not there when the smallest, ∆H is replaced by the biggest, 
150ltr(H++OH-)gas, and vice versa, the volume stays put.  All the perplexities of Zeno 
as well as the statements of Heracleitos and Cusano are true when a single bonding 
string starts to travel through a given volume of water. The volume shift becomes 
maximal, V/sec, when solar bonding strings 
interfere while giving the volume change an illusion 
of time. Thus the volume conversion to gas is 
maximal while δV/δt is zero and δV/δt is maximal 
when the volume change is minimal.  Bijection input 
by definition is the basis of natural logarithm.   
 
Time as an illusion:  Protons and hydroxyl ions 
move in between the ice molecules of water as 
electromagnetic gas ions. Hence, the ions move in a 
volume of 1/10th of a ltr ice per ltrice per second 
(Fig.7a). The ions generate 83mV when 
precipitating as ice molecules across the ice gas 
interface igi of water; the gas constant is 
8.3Joule/mtr (see above). It corresponds with the 
redox potential of water (-0.082Voltx10)1,2. 
Exploiting this buffer potential enzymes using ATP 
can generate closed electrical circuits across igi, 
allowing a substance to be copied instantaneously as 
∆I (∆H) to ∆V (fig.7b) across igi with refractory time 
period of 1/10th of a second. Nerve cells exploit this 



time-delay in a hysteresis like-manner to 
transport substances as ∆I to ∆V with a 
refractory period of 1/100 of a second1,2, 
instantaneously.  The time delay can be coupled 
to potential energy also, for example the proteins 
of an organism, while anti potential energy is 
stored in the vacuum of ice (fig.7c). It allows 
complex organisms being generated, mirrored 
across double strand DNA acting as igi and 
hologram, which create an illusion of time for the 
organism while time becomes bound to the 
proteins or derivatives of these proteins. These 
proteins and time can be metabolised by other 
organisms. The mechanism requires a surface to 
copy the proteins, for example a plasmid or 
double strand DNA, mirroring the degraded 
proteins in a hologram. An illusion of time exists 
as long as proteins or derivatives and ice exist.   
 
To be and not To Be; Causality, Redundancy, 
Tautology To Be and not To Be means that a 
living biological entity is the sum of a real and an 

imaginary part. These parts can be seen as energy and anti-energy. Imagine a ltr 
melted ice containing H2Oice and one mole (H+,OH-)gas. Exploiting the bonding 
activity of water, 18pmtr per molecule H2O (fig.8a), now the energy of a given 
volume gas (A, fig.8b) can be sent as current δi to the ice/gas interface igi of water, 
and re-established as mirror volume A' in the vacuum of H2Oice somewhere else. 
The only requirement is that the energy conversion in igi should be zero in the 
dielectric vacuum of the choke coil; E = 0 (nothing) in igi (fig.8b). The energy can be 
sent as volume per molecule (causa) because the other way around it would generate 
water in water (redundancy, tautology). The smallest volume is 1.67x10-24ltr per H+ 
or OH-

 ion (fig.8c) and 6H-bonding strings per gas molecule in 1/10th of a ltr 
represent a volume of 10-22ltrgas, and current of 10-18C/sec in a ltr (fig.8c). Mirroring 
the volume with respect to a surface 
of 1cm2 yields 0.8181Joule/ltr (18/22, 
fig.8d), and creating the volume of 
ice in 1/10th of a ltr costs 
0.8314Joule/ltr (the gas constant 
divided by 10). Thus, most proteins 
assembled in a cell (about 98.4%, 
fig.8e) are short-living (one second), 
imaginary regulatory proteins 
because their energy is getting 
choked in igi (22 nucleotides long 
mRNA strings disintegrate 
generated RNA1-2). The remaining 



energy, δE = 1.6% (fig.8e), can be used to transfer long-living, real constitutional 
proteins. However, both types of proteins can be sent instantaneously across very 
large distances (e.g. nerves) because they always are part of electrical circuits fig.9). 
These are quasi RC-circuits1,2 with RC-time constant of 1sec-1. The double strand 
DNA is a surface choke coil and a general characteristic of a choke coil is its 
property to choke AC and bypassing DC like ∆H (fig.9) 1,2 when the latter moves 
towards, from + to -potential, instead of away from the oxygen in H2O (fig.2).  
 
1.6% of the energy passing the surface DNA choke coil is used as potential energy to 
generate a real image of a biological species. 98.4% of the other energy is choked 
within one second, meaning that for the greater part man, as subjective being 
(Kierkegaard), is an illusion. Stated otherwise, man is much less than nothing (fig.9), 
a view that is more common in oriental philosophy. It means that man, always in 
deep need for energy, is almost (-98%) nothing else but an option in the global 
option market for energy created by proteins (fig.8,9). The inflation of 1.6% protein 
energy caused the increase of the global energy and anti-energy storage in the 
natural resources and ice respectively. Thus, most likely proteins, denoted as 
natural Substance by De Spinoza, and not the genes (man) are controlling the 
environment. They are responsible for the biological illusions like time, desire, love 
and destruction (fear according to Kierkegaard). And while man is thinking to be in 
charge over the environment, he is not aware that 98.4% (by deduction) of the 
universal energy still needs to be discovered because that energy is carried around 
as electrical proton energy. On earth this heat is stored in the natural resources and 
ice. It will cause a rise of global ambient temperature upon depletion of the 
resources and/or mismanagement of these resources. It might induce apoptosis, 
programmed cell death.  
 
Cusanus, Heracleitos and Zeno but in a certain way also for example Leibnitz were 
aware of the fact that moving and changing are different subjects. Zeno and 
Leibnitz belong to time thinkers, while Heracleitos and Cusanus belong to volume 
thinkers. Both types of irrational thinking, our logos, is supported by the infinite 
behaviour of water (fig'.s 1,4), our habitat, which nevertheless has a limit. Thus, 
whatever man is doing and thinking, in the long range it will always be irrational. 
Richard Swineshead was the first to show in the 14th century that an infinite range 
can have a limit. That eventually, in contrast to our data, generated the positivistic 
idea that everything can be measured. Our data show that without any interference 
from outside there is absolutely nothing in water, our natural habitat. Proteins in 
our environment generate the illusion of time and sentiments, and these illusions 
stop to exist once we have the proteins banned from the environment1-19. And that is 
just as irrational as everything else people were doing before.     
 
Notes:  
1 www.planet.nl/bijma136 1-19  2 www.janbijman.eu  1-19  3 6∆H units are equiv-
alent with 1H+ ion. The pH of water is 7 when 3 times in a row 1/3moleH2O is spliced 
per second because 30mC(H+)/cm.sec is equivalent with 102.107.107.107 moleH+/sec. 
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